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Std. 11 State Board exams begin

By Our Staff Reporter

The board exams for State Board Std. 11 students began on March 7. They will conclude on April 9. The State Education Dept. had announced board exams for Std. 11 students also last year.

Hitherto, Std. 11 students used to appear only for school exams.

The photo was taken in Jaigopal Garodia Hindu Vidyalaya, West Mambalam on March 7.

Rent electric bikes at metro stations soon

By Our Staff Reporter

Chennai Metro Rail Limited will soon offer electric bikes for rent at metro stations to solve the last mile connectivity problem for commuters.

It is planning to initially introduce electric bikes at stations that have higher footfalls.

Metro Rail has already introduced bicycle rental services at some metro stations in the city.

It recently launched 2-wheeler rental at Thirumangalam and Airport stations, which will soon be extended to other stations.

Commuters hiring 2-wheelers can return them at any other station or any of the offices of the bike rental company SFA Motorcycle Rental in Kodambakkam, OMR and Chengalpet. All they have to carry are their two-wheeler license and identity proof.

They will also have to pay a refundable deposit of 2,000 and a rental fee of 75 per hour.

Talk on Thiru Arutpa on Tuesday

By Our Staff Reporter

Under the auspices of Vallalar Sanmarga Sangam (V.O.C Street, MGR Nagar, Ph: 94453 43706), Jothi Vedhachalam will give a discourse on ‘Thiru Arutpa –’ on Tuesday, March 13, at 6 p.m, in Sakthi Vinayagar Temple (P. T. Rajan Salai, K. K. Nagar).

75 attend free glaucoma camp in Panagal Park

Panagal Park Walkers Association organised free glaucoma screening in Panagal Park on March 4 to commemorate World Glaucoma Week.

The screening was done by doctors from Radhatri Nethralaya (12, Hindi Prachara Sabha Street, T. Nagar, Ph: 2433 2229, 94454 38681). According to Dr. Vasumathy Vedantham (Medical Director, Radhatri Nethralaya), 75 persons got their eyes examined in the camp.
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An autorickshaw driver, who fell unconscious while driving, hit 2 autorickshaws and a motorcycle parked on the road margin, and also hit a woman and a conservancy worker at around 11 a.m on March 8 at the junction of South West Boag Road and Thomas Road in T. Nagar.

The conservancy worker, who was injured in the right knee, was given first aid by staff of 108 ambulance service who rushed to the spot on being alerted by a passerby.

The driver of the auto was also given first aid.

All the vehicles suffered minor damage in the impact.

An eyewitness told Mambalam Times that it was a minor accident as the auto was moving slowly.

By Our Staff Reporter

One half of Madley Road subway has been closed to traffic as the road is being relaid.

Vehicles coming from Madley Road side are not allowed to enter the subway and have to take Muthurangan Salai, Aranganathan Subway to reach West Mambalam, Ashok Nagar and beyond.

But since a barricade has been placed only at one end of the subway, some motorists entered the closed half of the subway from the other end and are forced to either ride over the short median to cross to the other side or reverse upto Madley Road and re-enter the subway.

Minor mishap as auto driver loses consciousness

By Our Staff Reporter

An autorickshaw driver, who fell unconscious while driving, hit 2 autorickshaws and a motorcycle parked on the road margin, and also hit a woman and a conservancy worker at around 11 a.m on March 8 at the junction of South West Boag Road and Thomas Road in T. Nagar.

The conservancy worker, who was injured in the right knee, was given first aid by staff of 108 ambulance service who rushed to the spot on being alerted by a passerby. The driver of the auto was also given first aid.

All the vehicles suffered minor damage in the impact.

An eyewitness told Mambalam Times that it was a minor accident as the auto was moving slowly.

By Our Staff Reporter

The second phase of oral polio vaccine for 2018 will be administered to children below 5 years on Sunday, March 11 under the Pulse polio immunization program.

The first phase was administered on Jan. 28.

Children under 5 should be immunized irrespective of their previous immunization status.

Sick children, including those affected by diarrhoea, can also be administrated the polio drops.

The vaccine will be administered in Corporation Health Centers, malls, busy roads and other venues.

The following are the venues in T. Nagar and Mambalam:

**T. NAGAR**

- Corporation Middle School, New Boag Road.
- Raja Pillai Thottam, Kollapuri Amman Koil Street.
- Round Table Night School, 4th Block, Kamaraj Colony.
- Corporation AE Office, 89, Usman Road (near Siva Vishnu Temple).
- 4, Sivaganam Road.
- Sarada Madam, 7, Raghavaiah Road.
- Corporation Dispensary, R. K. Puram.
- Corporation AE Office, Bazullah Road-Usman Road junction.
- Corporation Office, 20, S. S. G. Street.
- Balamandir School, 13, Prakasam Road.
- Valmiki Apartments, 9/5, Valmiki Street.
- 5, Parthasarathyapuram Ext.

Mobile centers: Mambalam Railway Station, T. Nagar bus terminus, Pothys junction, Pondy Bazaar, New Saravana Stores, Saravana Selvarathinam Stores.

**WEST MAMBALAM**

- Kamaraj Nagar Health Post, 1, Brindavan Street.
- ICDS, 22/17, Housing Board, Brindavan Street.
- Kali Bari Temple, Umapathy Street.
- 18, Vinayagam Street.
- Muthala Amman Temple, Muthal Amman Koil Street.
- Wienen & Children Foundation, 41 & 42, Porur Somasundaram Street.
- Kalamandir Matriculation School, Chakrapani Street.
- Public Health Center, 114, Lake View Road.
- Corporation Division Office, 123/1, Ram Colony.
- Corporation Division Office, 125, Thambiah Road.
- Corporation Primary School, Easwaran Koil Street.
- Corporation Middle School, Rangarajapuram Main Road (off Lake View Road).
Excels in Silambam contest

M. Lathika (a resident of T. Nagar) won gold medals in two Silambam events (Nendum Kambu and Pore Silambam) in the sub-junior category in the 14th National Silambam Championship 2018 organized by All India Silambam Federation in Dhanalakshmi Engineering College, Chennai.

She is a Std. 7 student in MCTM School, Alwarpet. She has been learning Silambam for 3 years from Power Pandian Asan.

Krishnamachari donates Rs. 3 lakhs for building toilets

R. P. Krishnamachari (Managing Director, Tex Biosciences Pvt. Ltd, Ashok Nagar) donated Rs. 3 lakhs to Lions District 324 A-8 for construction of toilets under the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan program undertaken by the club.

By Our Staff Reporter

Free class on Maths today

Kidpreneurs India will conduct a free class on Maths for school students above 10 years, from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday, March 10 in 15/2, Selvarangaraja Street, Little Mount, Saidapet.

According to the organisers, the class will help students get rid of Maths phobia, improve mathematical skills and do fast calculations.

For registration, call Mahalakshmi Saravanan (Founder) in 995520 13800.

Trench hampers traffic in 1st Avenue

A foot-wide trench has been dug by EB workers along the entire stretch of 1st Avenue Ashok Nagar for laying cables. The trench and the earth removed from it are blocking almost 3 feet of the road margin causing heavy traffic congestion on the road. The earth has also been dumped on portions of the pavement, forcing pedestrians to walk on the road.

The road users have appealed to EB to complete the work soon.

Damaged compound wall of police station reconstructed after report in Mambalam Times

Following a report published in Mambalam Times (Feb. 3-9, 2018 issue), the damaged portion of the compound wall of All Women Police Station at the junction of Police Quarters Road and Madley Road, T. Nagar was reconstructed last week.

Free ‘Samashti Sashtiapthapoorthi’ on March 30

Sri Bhuvaneswari Charitable Trust (Munussamy Salai, K K Nagar) has organised free ‘Samashti Sashtiapthapoorthi’ for Brahmin couples from economically weak background on March 30.

Men above 60 years who could not perform Sashtiapthapoorthi owing to economic reasons are welcome to participate with their wives in the program.

Eligible couples can register with Vedic Ravi (President) in 98407 87957 by March 15.

Rotary Club award for woman achievers

By Our Staff Reporter

Rotary Club of Anna Nagar Madras (Vasan Street, T. Nagar) celebrated Women’s Day and presented Women Empowerment Award to Dr. Republica (Medical director of RMD Nursing Home, T. Nagar), actress Seema, veteran actress Sachu and Rani Mohandas (entrepreneur) in a function in Radisson Hotel, Egmore on March 7.

Goutham Bothra (President, Rotary club of Anna Nagar Madras), Vrinda Deepak (Secretary) and other Rotary functionaries participated in the program.

If anything interesting is happening in your neighbourhood please inform Mambalam Times.
Rama Navami mahotsavam in Ayodhya Mandapam
till April 4

By Our Staff Reporter

Sri Rama Navami’s 65th year

Sri Ram Rama’s 65th year

Sri Rama Navami mahotsavam celebrations will conclude in Ayodhya Mandapam, Arya Gowda Road, West Mambalam on April 4.

The following is the program:
March 14: 5 p.m: Pradhosam pooja; 6.30 p.m: Sri Vallabha Gana-pathi pooja and prayer.
March 15: 24-hour Akanda ‘Rama Nama Japam’ from 6 a.m; 5 p.m: Nadaswaram concert by M. K. S. Sundar and S. Santhanam & party.
March 17 to 25: 7 a.m: Paraayanam by Srinivasa Sarma.
March 17 to 25: 4 p.m to 6 p.m followed by Vishnu sahasraam Namam; 7 p.m to 9.30 p.m: Srimath Valmiki Ramayanam discourse by B. Sundar Kumar.
March 26 to April 8: Sri Rama Navami music concerts in the evening.

Special homage to Sri Jayendra Saraswathi Swamigal tomorrow

Sri Aravinda Bharathi has organised special homage to Sri Jayendra Saraswathi Swamigal (who passed away on Feb. 28) on March 11 in Sister Subbalexhshni School (Guild Street, T. Nagar, behind Siva-Vishnu Temple).

There will be devotional songs by children, followed by Vishnu sahasranaamam paraayanam and prasadam distribution. All are welcome.

More details can be had in 2489 3077 and 2345 1604
CLASSIFIED ADS
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CATERING CATERING CATERING CATERING

We undertake catering for marriage (A to Z), small functions, sankranthi, bathakam, sathabhishegam, upanayam, shashtipoorthi, sathabhishegam and birthday functions. Maha Bala shmi Catering Services (West Mambalam). Ph: 99420 66278, 84619 29406.

SHYAMALA Catering Service (West Mambalam). We undertake catering for marriage, sathabhishegam, Sathabhishegam, Nachiyathavanam, hoopam, upanayam, graham pravesam, samayam, shashthipooruthi, sathabhishegam and birthday functions, quality meals. Ph: 98893 89139.

MEENAKSHI Catering (K. Nagar). We provide homemade pure vegetarian food for sathabhishegam, Nachiyathavanam, Ayushya homam, upanayam, graham pravesam, sathabhishegam, sathabhishegam and birthday functions. Ph: 98970 56573.

ANNAI Catering Service, Ganesan. R. Pasupathi Iyapp, Ph: 91760 7806, 98845 61193.

SREE BALAJI CATERING SERVICES. We undertake catering for marriage, sathabhishegam, Nachiyathavanam, Ayushya homam, upanayam, graham pravesam, samayam, sathabhishegam and birthday functions. We serve more than 16 varieties. Ph: 95172 63301, 98419 15477.

GANGA homam planned fully. Mangalapooja, prepuce dana, garuda dana, chappathi, idly dosa menu, Rs. 35 per kg. delivery, order 4 hours before, Sunday holiday delivery. Ph: 98824 03850.

R.G. HOME FOODS: We prepare homemade vegetarian delicacies, powders at reasonable price (sambaram, rasam, dosa, chutney, poli, pongal), we supply dinner (chappathi with side dish), for people groups and families. Ph: 965524 0623, 965521 2895.

TASTY, high quality vegetarian food (breakfast, lunch, dinner), free door delivery, also take away. Contact: Bangala Kitchen. Ph: 98403 83674, 80527 71105.

SUBRAMANYA AND COMPANY. Subramanya Food & Home delivery shop, 3 meals – Rs. 50 & Rs. 100. Home delivery, order a week in advance (minimum 50 pieces), Rs. 90. Contact: Ph: 98840 44340, 79994 00404.

EDUCATIONAL WORKS

Exclusively for CBSE, Std. 11 Girls only. Timing: 4:30 pm to 6 pm. 3 days a week. Ph: 99081 05159.

MATHS TUITIONS

TUTITIONS at CBSE (Academy) Ph: 98420 42121; 98420 09747.

MARRIAGE CATERING CATERING

MATRIMONIAL MARRIAGE alliances & Vaastha Karma partners want our Vartha Venukamma in Makkal TV, every Sunday morning at 9.30 a.m. Contact: santanumathi@gmail.com.

SERVICES

PROTECT THURMALAST PEST CONTROL

MAMBALAM Ajay Packers & Movers for shifting in Chennai. Membership Rs. 4000, insurance free. Chennai, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Pune, Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Coimbatore. Ph: 75381 70399, 7945637 70399. Email: info@saifeway packersmovers.com.

We undertake catering for marriage (A to Z), small functions, sankranthi, bathakam, sathabhishegam, sathabhishegam and birthday functions. Maha Bala shmi Catering Services (West Mambalam). Ph: 99420 66278, 84619 29406.

Advertise in the Classified columns of Mambalam-T, Nagarkkoner and Ashok Nagar K.K. Nagar editions. Rs. 500 (upto 30 words); Bold letters: Rs. 750 Display: Rs. 270 per column centimeter.

MAMBALAM TIMES

March 10 - 16, 2018

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sir, NGC has bought Indian Post and has been in operation for many years. The employees are now being given training and the staff is capable. The office at T. Nagar Post Office is very efficient and the staff there are always willing to help.

Sir, I have been a regular customer of T. Nagar Post Office for many years and have always been satisfied with the service provided.

When I went to T. Nagar Post Office to encash the certificates, the staff there told me that the proceeds can only be credited to my Savings Bank Account with the post office, which I did not have, and had no option for this purpose. I duly filled up the necessary forms for opening an account, but to my dismay the staff handling the counter was not cooperative. There were a few other standing in the queue and she was missing from her seat for 15 to 20 minutes on some occasion.

When questioned her action and requested to speed up the work, she replied in a rude manner.

I had to spend 2 1/2 hours in the post office to complete the account opening formalities and similarly was the plight of other customers many of whom were senior citizens.

I appeal to T. Nagar Post Office to improve the quality of service.

H. Nagesh, Shri Krishna Apartments, 40, 8th Avenue, Ashok Nagar.

Waste management should start in homes

Sir, The city is generating a huge quantity of waste daily and waste management has become a big challenge for both motorists and pedestrians.

The popular Saneeswaram Temple is located at the junction. Devotees throng the temple on auspicious occasions. A number of drivers take turns at high speed at the blind junction oblivious of the devotees standing outside the temple. A number of minor accidents have been reported at the junction, mainly involving devotees visiting the temple.

I appeal to Corporation officials to install speed breakers at the junction to slow down the vehicles for the safety of the pedestrians.

S. V. Narayanasamy, Mottilal Street, T. Nagar.

Appeal for speed breakers at Venkatachalam Street/Giri Street junction

Sir, The right angle junction of Venkatachalam Street and Giri Street, West Mambalam is hazardous for both motorists and pedestrians.

The popular Saneeswaram Temple is located at the junction. Devotees throng the temple on auspicious occasions. A number of drivers take turns at high speed at the blind junction oblivious of the devotees standing outside the temple. A number of minor accidents have been reported at the junction, mainly involving devotees visiting the temple.

I appeal to Corporation officials to install speed breakers at the junction to slow down the vehicles for the safety of the pedestrians.

S. V. Narayanasamy, Mottilal Street, T. Nagar.

TASMAC customers Dhanadrapani Street

Sir, There is a TASMAC shop in Dhanadrapani Street, T. Nagar, opposite Ramaswamy Street.

A lot of people often go there and drink just outside the shop.

They also dirty the area by urinating in street corners and throwing empty liquor bottles and paper cups.

I appeal to health officials to take immediate action to prevent the misuse of the location by the shop’s customers.

V. S. Narayanasamy, Mottilal Street, T. Nagar.

Raja Hostel in deplorable condition

Sir, MC Raja Hostel located at the corner of Anna Salai, 3rd Cross Street and South Road, West C.I.T. Nagar, Chennai 35 is considered one of the prestigious Government hostels in Chennai.

The once popular hostel houses college students of the minority community. Today it is in a very pathetic condition. The sewage system has been badly damaged and eventually evacuations were deployed to a dig a canal. The sewage is let out into the open canal which runs for approximately 500 meters and joins the Cauvery river running at the end.

The entire stretch is open. The illegal dwellers on the banks of the Cauvery also use the open sewage canal to deface.

When the Government is keen on promoting a clean and hygiene environment, it is sad to notice such a deplorable state of maintenance of a Government Hostel.

The insanitary condition of the ill-maintained hostel is hazardous for the students staying there and also the residents living nearby.

I request the authorities concerned to take immediate action to lay the sewage pipeline and bring a solution to this menace.

Kalaimamani Dr. Rukmini Kirumandhan N. Panchapakesan. Ph: 98403 48638.

Unethical practices by mobile service providers

Sir, Unethical practices are often followed at the outlets of mobile service providers. These companies often come up with schemes which are thrust on the customer without his/her consent.

On March 3, I paid Rs. 70 for full talk time with Vodafone center in North Usman Road. When I came home, I was shocked that my balance was much less than the counter staff had, without my consent, enabled mobile wallet and charges got deducted for the subscription.

Similarly, a couple of months back an Airtel shop, my full top-up was compromised by the staff subscribing to ‘Hello Tunes’ without my consent.

I strongly condemn such unethical practices and caution readers of Mambalam Times to be wary when they top up their mobile balance.

N. Vijayakaravan 17, 18th Avenue, Ashok Nagar, Ph: 99026 64766.
ASTHOK NAGAR, 19, T.NAGAR, 23/40, Flat C, Mahalakshmi Street, near Raghava Ashok Pillar, 1 bedroom, hall, kitchen, 840 sq.ft, ground floor, lift, 2-wheeler parking, rent Rs. 15500, contact: 94443 82687.
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Thirumalai Road Corporation Park under renovation

By Our Staff Reporter

The renovation of Corporation Park at the junction of Kodambakkam High Road and Thirumalai Road, T Nagar is in full swing.

The renovation includes installation of a fountain, relaying of walkers’ path, provision of benches and repair of play equipment. More saplings are also being planted.

Banner displays information on courses/exams after Std. 12

By Our Staff Reporter

Mambalam Meditation Center (Gopal Street, T Nagar) has organized special satsang for ‘Sri Aurobindo and The Mother’ from 9.30 a.m to 12.30 p.m on Sunday, March 11 in Gandhi Mandapam, Adyar, near Anna University.

N. Ashokan (Secretary, Pondicherry Mother Service Society) and Ramesh Kumar will speak on ‘Devotees’ experiences’ and Sri Annai Adigal on ‘Spiritual thoughts of Sri Karma Yogi’.

The program will conclude with mass prayer.

All are welcome.

More details can be had in 2371 7191 and 98414 25456.

Visitors complain of stray dogs in police station

By Our Staff Reporter

A number of stray dogs can be found inside the compound of R1 Mambalam Police Station, Madley Road, T Nagar. Visitors complained that the dogs roam all over the police station and can often be found inside the premises as well.

A policeman said that the dogs are harmless and do not disturb visitors. They just rest in shady spots, he added.

Free ‘laughing yoga’ class for students tomorrow

By Our Staff Reporter

A free ‘Laughing Yoga’ class will be conducted by Sampath (popularly known as Haho Sirippaantha) for students in the age group of 5 to 15 years on Sunday, March 11 in Circle Library, 11th Avenue, Ashok Nagar.

According to Sampath, laughter yoga helps to improve concentration, control depression and other similar symptoms. He said that its regular practice is also good for maintaining general health. “Jumping, dancing, clapping and laughing loudly are part of the therapy”, he added.

More details can be had in 2371 9313 or 98418 82138.

ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES / HOTELS!!!

We are one of the Leading Rice Millers / Traders

All Kinds Of High Quality Rice at Affordable Price

SENNEL TRADERS

45/22, Alankar’s Srinivas, Nathani Street, T.Nagar, Chennai - 17. Call: 9444081107

What's App: 9962981311 / 7010822930

Home Delivery Available

Nirmala Ravi felicitated for spiritual services

By Our Staff Reporter

Nirmala Ravi (resident of Mettu-palayam, West Mambalam) was felicitated on March 4 in JGHV School (West Mambalam) by Tamil Mutturam Organization for many years of spiritual services.

The felicitation was done by Paramasivam Pillai Vaiyapuri (Vice President, Mauritius), who was the Chief Guest for the program.

Nirmala has been performing Thiruvasagam on 4th Sunday of every month in Thiripurasundarai Udumurai Sundareswara Temple (Saiadipet) for the past 4 years.

All are welcome.

More details can be had in 99417 55111.

Sri Aurobindo satsang in Gandhi Mandapam tomorrow

By Our Staff Reporter

Mambalam Meditation Center (Gopal Street, T Nagar) has organized special satsang for ‘Sri Aurobindo and The Mother’ from 9.30 a.m to 12.30 p.m on Sunday, March 11 in Gandhi Mandapam, Adyar, near Anna University.

N. Ashokan (Secretary, Pondicherry Mother Service Society) and Ramesh Kumar will speak on ‘Devotees’ experiences’ and Sri Annai Adigal on ‘Spiritual thoughts of Sri Karma Yogi’.

The program will conclude with mass prayer.

All are welcome.

More details can be had in 2371 7191 and 98414 25456.

Unchavrithi bhajans to mobilise donations for Rama Navami mahotsavam

By Our Staff Reporter

Sri Jayadeva Balab Bhalan Mandali (12, Prasanth Enclave, 15, Rukmani Street, West Mambalam) will perform ‘Unchavrithi bhajans’ on the streets of West Mambalam from 7.30 a.m to 10.30 a.m on Sunday, March 11 to collect donations for performing Rama Navami Janana Mahotsavam and Sita Kalyanam in Thorappadi village.

The photo shows parents reading the banner.

The Education Department has installed a vinyl banner at the entrance to Jaigopal Garodia Hindu Vidyalya (West Mambalam) displaying information about competitive exams and accredited graduates.

More details can be had in 99417 55111.
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Nirmala Ravi felicitated for spiritual services

By Our Staff Reporter

Nirmala Ravi (resident of Mettu-palayam, West Mambalam) was felicitated on March 4 in JGHV School (West Mambalam) by Tamil Mutturam Organization for many years of spiritual services.

The felicitation was done by Paramasivam Pillai Vaiyapuri (Vice President, Mauritius), who was the Chief Guest for the program.

Nirmala has been performing Thiruvasagam on 4th Sunday of every month in Thiripurasundarai Udumurai Sundareswara Temple (Saiadipet) for the past 4 years.

All are welcome.

More details can be had in 99417 55111.

Sri Aurobindo satsang in Gandhi Mandapam tomorrow

By Our Staff Reporter

Mambalam Meditation Center (Gopal Street, T Nagar) has organized special satsang for ‘Sri Aurobindo and The Mother’ from 9.30 a.m to 12.30 p.m on Sunday, March 11 in Gandhi Mandapam, Adyar, near Anna University.

N. Ashokan (Secretary, Pondicherry Mother Service Society) and Ramesh Kumar will speak on ‘Devotees’ experiences’ and Sri Annai Adigal on ‘Spiritual thoughts of Sri Karma Yogi’.

The program will conclude with mass prayer.

All are welcome.

More details can be had in 2371 7191 and 98414 25456.